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Senate swears
i n wii th style
By Tom Koontz
Classy attire and elegant dining
were in order at Tuesday's annual inaugural banquet, which was held in
lieu of the usual Senate meeting.
While students below dined on
Italian sausage and fish, banquet
guests in the SUB lounge savored an
exquisite meal of garden salad,
potatoes au gratin, julienne green
beans with slivered almonds, and
honey-glazed chicken, all topped off
with fresh apple pie. The only faux
pas was the fortune cookies, which
contained advertising for the upcoming UPS Far East symposium instead
of fortunes.
Guests began arriving about 5 pm,
chatting away the half hour wait. No
bitterness was to be seen as newly
elected senators and executives enjoyed the occasion with their less successful opposing candidates. One
guest characterized the affair as
"friendly."
"I want to thank Dexter (Van Zile)
and Gillian (Gawne) for their interest
and involvement, and I hope they will
continue to be as involved in the
future," said newly elected ASUPS
President Steve Emery shortly after
being sworn in by the outgoing President Mike Brown. Brown wore the
same paisley tie he had worn the
previous year when he was sworn in
The changing of vice presidents
was even more cheerful, as departing
Margi Dawson and incoming Mimi
Dega shared a warm hug and a joke.
"I have to share this with you now,"
said Dawson. "When Mimi first decided to run for the office and was unopposed, I heard her joking that she
could use the campaign slogan 'Vote
for Mimi—she's the only one who's got
the balls enough to run.' I think that's

true; people saw how much work the
job is and were afraid to run."
The audience broke into laughter,
some people louder than others, as
Dega turned a faint shade of red.
"I was talking about tennis balls—
Mimi is a tennis player," added
Dawson "Now I'm embarrassed."
It was Dawson's turn in the
spotlight when Dean of Students
David Dodson lauded her dedication
and industriousness during her term,
despite her internship, job, and full
class load. She received an enthusiastic standing ovation from the
audience.

Dith Pran, pictured here with Pres. Reagan, will lecture Wednesday night.

The Far East: A New Look-

'Killing Fields'
hero to lecture
Outgoing President Mike Brown gets
in a few last words before swearing in
Steve Emery.
Departing Senators Steve Bovingdon, James Ottinger, Jeff Myers,
Gillian Gawne, and Dexter Van Zile
were called before Senate Chairman
Ted Buck, who presented each with a
cartoon caricature by Scott Bateman,
Trail graphics editor.
"Feel free to show these to the audience," encouraged Buck. "They're
really well done."
None of the recipients, however,
ventured to show their caricatures
(for a peek, see page 13).
See INAUGURAL page 2

Rnan Meyers

In appreciation for all her help, Mike Brown presents ASUPS administrative
assistant Bea Ramsdell with a large bundle of flowers.

Branching
out in
new
directions
See page 5

By Michael Amend
ASUPS Lectures and Campus Films
will present a "new look" at the Far
East in a week-long symposium starting tomorrow night.
Dith Pran should be the highlight of
the week Pran, who recently received his American citizenship, will
speak about his fight for survival in
Cambodia during the fall and subsequent takeover by the Khmer Rouge.
"People will want to see (Pran)
because of his heroic experiences
that you and I would not have survived mentally and physically," said Andrew Johnsen, Lectures Chairman.
Pran's story is dramatized in the
weekend's Campus Film, The Killing
Fields The film was widely hailed by
critics last year as a "must-see" movie
and won three Oscars.
Pran's lecture will be Wednesday
at 8pm in the Fieldhouse. Admission
is three dollars for students The film
will cost only fifty cents for students
with tickets to Pran's lecture
The
Killing Fields will also be shown next
Thursday evening.
Because of the recent revolution,
Jose A Syjuco Jr., Consul General of
the Philippine Consulate in Seattle,
will not be speaking during the symposium as was scheduled. Johnsen
said that Syjuco resigned when Corazon Aquino took power last week
James Gregor, a visiting professor

Thanks
for the
memories
See page 13

in political science from Berkeley and
an expert on the Philippines, will
speak in Syjuco's stead Monday at
8pm in Kilworth Gregor has recently
been interviewed by USA Today
about the Philippines and has been
featured on CNN and the
MacNeil/Lehrer News Hour.
Ambassador William Sullivan will
draw correlations between Iran and
the Philippines in his lecture Tuesday
night in Kilworth Chapel Sullivan
was the last American ambassador to
Iran and was ambassador to the
Philippines from 1973 to 1977.
Currently, Sullivan is president of
the American Assembly, a national
policy think tank, and was consultant
to CBS News during and immediately
following the Philippine election

He will be discussing the
similarities and differences between
the revolutions in Iran and the Philippines
The final event of the symposium
will be a lecture by Dr. Wang
Bingzhang Bingzhang is a defector
from the People's Republic of China.
He is an editor of "China Spr:ng," an
activist magazine calling for
democracy and liberal reforms in
China.
Bingzhang will speak next Friday at
8pm in the SUB lounge. His lecture
"From a Red Guard to a Democrat:
My Personal Experience," is sponsored by Lectures and the Politics and
Government Department and is free
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Continued from page 1
The senators also received engraved pens from Brown and Dawson. As
Brown presented the last pen to Bovingdon, who was dressed in an unorthodox, but characteristic combination of khaki and olive drab military
attire, Bovingdon deftly kissed him on
the cheek, to the uproarious laughter
of the audience.
The changing of the guard was
completed when Jill Nishi, Lisa
Davenport, Ken Miller, Allison Dobbins, and Lisa North accepted the
oath of office from Buck
The banquet's featured speaker
was Trustee Carolyn Patton, who
delivered her suggestions for effective leadership and wished the new
leaders well
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WORLD
WATCH

Brian Meyers

Trustee Carolyn Patton advises the
new officeholders about leadership.
Guests in attendance, more than
100 people, included various university leaders, campus media, and
students-at-large. One curiously absent segment, however, was professors.
"I don't know why (more professors
weren't there)," said Bea Ramsdell,
ASUPS administrative assistant, later.
"We opened it up to the whole campus."

Compiled by Chris Thayer

The Philippine government announced yesterday that Marcos' holdings
may now be anywhere from $2 to $3 billion. This may present difficulties to
the Reagan administration. As Mark Bernstein, a Honolulu lawyer, pointed
out, "I'm sure from a political standpoint, the President does not want to be
perceived as - in addition to granting asylum to Mr. Marcos - granting him
authority to take every last penny in the Filipino treasury."
A 14-year-old from Bainbridge Island and a deputy prosecutor from King
County will be splitting the record $8.5 million lottery prize. Officials say

that the tickets still have to be verified, but if everything works out right, the
two will be receiving $170,000 a year for the next 20 years.
President P.W. Botha announced Tuesday that the 6-month old state of
emergency imposed to fight anti-apartheid turmoil in South Africa would
probably be lifted Friday. Botha also announced a proposal for the
statehood of Namibia, an area of Southwest Africa, to be considered starting on August 1 with the aid of the United Nations. Both these announcements were praised by the United States as steps in the right direction.

Swedish Prime Minister Olof Palme was
shot down last Friday
night as he and his wife walked home from a movie. Palme had evidently
dismissed his guard earlier that morning. Ingvar Carlsson, a politician in
Palme's social Democratic Party, is now acting as the prime minister.

Brian Meyers

"Mimi Dega - the only one with enough balls to run."

'Mill Girls' open
lecture program
By Paige Kean

Compiled by Heather Wyse
DEMOCRATS ARISE
Fen precincts from the surrounding area will be holding a Democratic
Party Caucus, Tuesday, March 11. The agenda will include a presidential
preference poll, a discussion of issues for the county platform and the election of delegates of the county convention. The caucus will be held in Mc
216 at 8 pm. Anyone is welcome.
SALE OF SOUNDS
March 10-14 will be the dates of the UPS bookstores music sale. Cassettes and records of major labels and top artists will be sold for a limited time
only Pop into the bookstore and tune into some pop, rock, jazz of classics
for an affordable price
HAVE A BALL
Sign up now for the billards tournament March 13. Prizes will be awarded
for first, second and third place winners, Matches start March 17-21. A
mandatory organizational meeting will be Thursday, March 13 in the SUB
lounge. A two dollar registration fee must be paid at the meeting.
PHIBBS BECOMES ANOTHER PRESIDENT
President Phibbs has been elected to serve a one year term as president of
the National Association of Schools and Colleges of the United Methodist
Church. This association is a national governing body for almost 130 universities and colleges in relationship with the Methodist Church.
During the coming year the association will be primarily concerned with
proposed changes in the system of federal financial support for students attending independent schools
WATCH OUT-THEY'RE COMING
Saturday, April 5,1986, UPS Admission will host its annual Spring Campus
Day for prospective students and their families.
Between 300 and 500 students and family members will be expected to
spend the day on campus, meeting with admission and Financial Aid and
Scholarship personnel, taking student-guided tours of our campus, acquainting themselves with our faculty and academic programs, and attending a
presentation by President Phibbs.

Monday marked the beginning of
National Women's History Week,
sponsored by the Women's Studies
Department. The events of the week
are dedicated to the celebration of
the oft-ignored role of women in
shaping America's history. As the second in a series of films and lectures
dealing with women's history, Professor Jama Lazerow spoke Monday
night on "Women Workers and
Religion in the Industrial
Revolution."
For the first half-hour of his lecture,
Lazerow apologized for the part he
has played in ignoring women's
history in his dissertation.
According to Lazerow, his neglect
of the subject was largely due to the
strong male bias in labor history.
Available archives recorded the male
heads of households, ignoring for the
most part the female members.
Despite lack of substantial proof,
however, women did play important
roles in the Industrial Revolution.
Chief among these were the "Mill
Girls" of New England. This group,
laboring in the textile mills of
Massachusetts, were strong proof of
female capability in an era when
women were looked upon as the
weaker sex, both mentally and
physically.
As proof of their endurance,
however, the mill workers combined
their gruelling work week with the
publication of such literary
newspapers as the Lowell Offering
and Factory Tracks. These prose and

poetry pieces leave a memorable
record of the thoughts and feelings of
the feminine segment of the work
force.
According to Lazerow, the "Mill
Girls" derived most of their strength
from their Christian backgrounds. The
Bible provided ammunition for protest, aiding women in such causes as
Antebellum reform. For the farm girls
that made up most of the mill population, a maintenance of their religious
beliefs was obligatory. To reassure
girls and their parents, mill operators
included a stipulation concerning
mandatory church attendance in the
"regulation paper" that all workers
had to sign.
However, many girls were kept
from church because of various factors such as the cost of renting a pew
and the problem of living up to such
social stigmas as "church fashions,"
which made church services less a
worship of God than a display of vanity.
This did not keep mill workers from
using religion as the voice of their
protest, however, giving society the
first seeds of the Women's Movement.
One major point of Lazerow's lecture dealt with the fact that, despite
its importance, women's history is
compartmentalized into a separate
entity that detracts from its effect on
general history
"The Mill Girls' fall into several
groups: Women's history, labor
history, etc.," he illustrated.
Lazerow feels this should be changed to give women's history its proper
credit.
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Computer helps, cost hinders
By Tom Koontz
The library's recently borrowed
"InfoTrac" computerized system may
become the best periodical
assistance help yet - that is, if funds
can be provided for the $16,000 annual (for five years) price tag.
"I like it. It's a lot easier (than the
current periodical search method),"
said junior Mimi Dega
"It's excellent for most things,"
said freshman Dewey Jacobsen. "It's
a lot quicker than looking everything
up in reference books. I hope the
library keeps it."

"Reaction has been very positive,"
she said. "Without the system, you
have to use one of the indexes in the
reference room to find an article
listing. You would probably have to
use three or four volumes to get the
same information that the system
would provide in one entry. It (InfoTrac) also has more usable subject
headings."

"The current filing system is
archaic — we need to move
toward a computerized directory."
Circulation Assistant

The InfoTrac terminals are
designed so that most anyone
can learn how to use it in less
than five minutes.

The InfoTrac terminals are designed so that most anyone can learn how
to use it in less than five minutes.
Colored keys and easy-to-follow instructions help make it "user
friendly," and a printer eliminates the
need to copy reference numbers on
scraps of paper.
User questionnaires have indicated
that students find the system very
useful, a feeling supported by Assistant Reference Librarian Lorraine
Ricigliano.

"A lot of people are finding it
useful," said one student circulation
assistant, who asked not to be identified. "At busier times there have
been as many as four or five people
waiting in line to use it. One girl even
asked me to kick someone off so she
could use it, but I told her that's not
part of my job."
Will a computerized system
displace any work-study students who
depend on library work for their
money?
"No," said Ricigliano. "It will help
them, and me. The system will free
me up for more complicated questions, as it would answer many
routine questions that I now handle."

InfoTrac does, however, have some
limitations. It only lists references on
or after January 1982, so anything
before then would have to be sought
in the traditional reference books.
Also, of the nearly 1,000 publications included in the listings, Collins
library currently carries only about 10
percent.
"That's one disadvantage," said
Ricigliano. "We don't have all of the
resources to back it up, but we can
use inter-library loans to get just
about any reference."
She also mentioned a new business
collection that would increase Collins
library holdings to 60 percent of InfoTrac's listing.
"We'll be using this service on a.
30-day trial basis in conjunction with
InfoTrac. It provides a self-threading
microfiche cartridge with articles corresponding to those in InfoTrac, so it
would complement nicely," she said.
This business service would cost
$13,000.
"With InfoTrac as a base, we could
add on computer services piece by
piece," said Ricigliano. "Eventually
we would like to have all of our books
listed in a computerized directory."
The main obstacle to the system's
acquisition is cost. InfoTrac would
cost $16,000 yearly, for five years,
before the university would own the
hardware. The software, in the form
of laser discs, would then be purchased monthly.

If acquired, the system would host
four terminals instead of the current
trial two. Ricigliano would like to see
it in place by next fall

"You would probably have to
use three or four volumes to get
the same information that the
system would provide in one
entry."
Lorraine Ricigliano

"We'd seek special funding for it.
We would make a proposal to the administration, trying to prove that
there's a real need for it," she said.
If the funds are not available,
Ricigliano said there are other alternatives. The library could buy personal computers separately instead
of buying the InfoTrac terminals, for
a savings of $4,000 per year. This
system, however, might not be as
easy for students to use, she said
If the administration sees the expense as justified, the InfoTrac
system will be helpful to library users.
One student circulation assistant
summed it up, "The current filing
system is archaic - we need to move
toward a computerized directory.
Some students are afraid to look at
the card catalog. InfoTrac makes
periodicals more accessible to the
students."
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Logger takes
long way
home
By Amy Stephenson

order any 12" one item pizza on March 11th
- 12th between 9:08 p.m. - 1:00 a.m. for

Only MB
752-9653
Free Coca-Cola
Guaranteed 30 minute delivery
Limited delivery area
Domino's Pima
participating store only
Hunger Specialists

2602 N Stevens.

If you have a few weeks free after
finals and like to bike, Kim
Hargreaves may have a proposition
for you
She's biking home from school - to
the Bay area of California - and she's
looking for a few more riders.
"It's something I've wanted to do
for six years. I can't believe I'm finally
going to do it," said Hargreaves.
She will be taking the trip et a relaxed pace, not pushing herself too hard.
By going 60 to 80 miles a day, she
hopes to take about three weeks.
Hargreaves doesn't call herself a
real biking enthusiast. She's been taking 20 to 30 mile rides on the
weekends and is beginning shorter
ones each day to work up to the trip.
Over spring break she and a friend
will be riding to the San Juan Islands.
"It's a beautiful ride," she said of
the California trip. "I'll be going down
the coast."
Hargreaves is flexible in her plans
"I'm trying to be open, not a really
structured trip," she said. "If people
want to go different speeds, I'll try to
organize something."
Those interested should call
756-4037 for more information.
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PLU prof praises
Polish people
By Melisse Swartwood
Faith in 'the strength of the Polish
people was the main message of
Polish professor Maria Grochulski's
lecture last Wednesday. In 1980,
Grochulski joined Solidarity. Later
she, with her Polish-ambassador
father and economist husband,
sought asylum in the United States
when martial law was imposed in
Poland
An important scholar in the
literature of dissent, Grochulski
studied at Warsaw University and
Delhi University in India. She is now
teaching 3 Polish culture courses at
PLU.
The lecture began with a brief
history of Poland which led up to an
explanation of the present situation.
Emphasized was the importance of
the Church. The Polish church serves
as a core of the people's lives.
"That was the strangest thing about
the U.S. for me. That the churches
close. In Poland they are always open
for the people," commented
Grochulski.

Even during the times in history
when Poland was not officially.
recognized as a country, the Church
upheld the national identity of the
people. For Poland, the Church
represents the people, even when the
government does not

"They are a hard-headed people. I
can say that, it's true of me. I think
the Polish character won't be subdued. Though they've been beaten
down in the past, I feel they will try
again," asserted Grochulski.
Grochulski's writings include The

Polish Political Immigration to the
United States in the 1980's, Literature
of Dissent in Eastern Europe, and
Women and the Solidarity Movement.

2/24/86

4:35 pm An alumnus was caught driving on University landscape.

2/25/86

12:48 am A student's vehicle was possibly entered in Jones Circle.

2/25/86
11:00 pm A door and door frame on a Residence Hall room was
discovered partially burnt
2/28/86 3:00 pm A suspect damaged a door on a student's vehicle. Referred
to Tacoma Police.
3/1/86 11:29pm A student reported that five men were attempting to break
into the Library. Security confronted the individuals later in a Residence Hall.
2 - 28 pm A student broke windows in a fraternity house

3/2/86

1:26 am Fraternity members shot bottle rockets at another fraternity.

3/2/86

11.35 am Vandals spray painted the Fieldhouse

3/2/86
9.26 pm A student in a Residence Hall was the victim of obscene
phone calls
3/2/86
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Share Yourself' fair
:volunteers
_opportunities
'

Grochulski expressed the belief
that, despite the seeming public
failure of the Solidarity movement
and the subsequently imposed martial law, the Polish people will rise
again. She believes that the stubborn
Polish character will allow her country to overcome the Communist oppression.

Crimes on campus

3/1/86
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Brian Meyers

Thursday's Community Volunteer Fair, "Share Yourself with Someone
Else," brought together local nonprofit agencies and interested UPS
students. The agencies got exposure while the students learned of available
opportunities.
hospital — you think of working with
By Amy Stephenson
sick people. But there are also
chances to help with medical records, 0
Thursday's Community Volunteer
admissions, gift shops, not just sick
Fair was a great success as far as Yumi
people."
Kawaji was concerned.
Kawaji has already gotten reac- 3
"I'm really pleased with how it
tions from the fair.
went," she said. "It went great."
"I have had people say, 'Oh, how
The fair, "Share Yourself With Sowas the fair?' So I think that even if
meone Else," brought together 22
people couldn't come, they knew it
was happening."
local, non-profit agencies and UPS
"We asked the agencies to fill out
students in the Snack Bar. Agencies,
evaluations and got really excellent
including the Cancer Society, YMCA,
Tacoma Community House, and
responses," she added. "They felt
many others, had tables where
they got a lot of exposure."
students could learn more about the
Kawaji hopes that the interest
chances
available
to
volunteer
in
the
generated
will remain. She emphasiz- _
3
ed
that
there
are opportunities to g
Tacoma area.
volunteer
on
campus
as well as in the
"The purpose wasn't to recruit
c students," said Kawaji. "It was to
community. Those with questions,
ideas, or responses to the fair are en- I3
create awareness, make students
aware of the opportunities for
couraged to call the Community
Volunteer Center, 756-3432, or leave
c volunteering."
"There are more options than just
messages at 756-3273.
the ones you might associate with a
"As long as you're willing, there's a
particular area," she continued. "Say
need. There's a place to volunteer,"
you think of volunteering in a
she said.
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10:24 pm Septahedron dancers bothered an A-frame.

2/86 11:21 pm A mentally disturbed non-student was observed by Security
walking down the center of Lawrence in the traffic lane. The Tacoma Police
responded.
,
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*CRIME PREVENTION TIP*
To prevent burglary and to assist in property recovery in the event of theft, it is
recommended that you engrave your portable valuables. Engravers and
"Operation ID" materials are available Monday-Friday during office hours at
Security (A-frame 'A'). This service is free of charge

PROS! TO

UPS STUDENT DISCOUNT 10 PERCENT OFF!
Specializing In Contemporary Hairstyling
10% discount with I.D. card
(does not apply to specials)

Appointments not always necessary

,/-teda/i Cluivaz&

ON FRIDAYS & SATURDAYS
YO U CAN DANCE TIL 2AM
This Week From UPS!

We're close!
3401 6th Ave — in the Mustard Seed Village
(Behind the UPS Fieldhouse)
UPS
Warner St
THE MUSTARD SEED VILLAGE

" THE CURRENTS"

Cuts $9.90/$10.80

We also feature live Jazz Ti d es, Wed, & Thurs

regularly $11/$12

(21 and older, please!)

6th AVE at Proctor 752-0676
...Mb.. IN.- ...M.-

H A IR

Mon-Thurs - 9am-8pm
- 9am-6pm
Friday
- 8am-4pm
Saturday

759-1479

SPORTS
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Mowlik hops off plane to 'face' soccer
From
the
bleachers

By Paul Battaglia
Last Monday, the Tacoma Stars
MISL soccer club won a tight 5-4 overtime battle against the St. Louis
Steamers.
Needless to say, it was a big win.
First of all, St. Louis sits in third place
in the MISL Western Division, just
one game ahead of Tacoma. As it
stands now, with only ten games remaining in the regular season, St.
Louis and Tacoma would receive the
third and the final Western Division
playoff bids respectively.
The Stars, by virtue of their fourth
place finish, would have to face the
reigning MISL Champion San Diego
Sockers in the first round of the
playoffs. The Stars, therefore, needed
Monday's win badly if they have any
intention to overtake St. Louis in the
division race, and improve their
playoff position.
The win was big, too, because it
was the first for new Stars goalkeeper
Peter Mowlik. Mowlik, 34, who was
acquired from Pittsburgh on Monday
morning, did not plan to see action
against St. Louis. A second quarter injury to starting goalkeeper John
Baretta, though, forced Mowlik to
come off the bench only hours after
stepping off the plane in Seattle.
Mowlik responded with a strong effort stopping shot after shot, including one with his face, in getting
credit for the win. It was especially
gratifying to Stars fans to witness
such an effort, as they have seen so
far this season ace goalkeeper Mike
Dowler exit for the season with a
serious knee injury, and his backup,
John Baretta, struggle through
periods of incompetence.
Mowlik, 34, has proven himself to

be a fine goalkeeper in his two years
in the MISL, with a career GAA (goals
against average) of about 4.5. If he
can establish himself as the Stars starting goalkeeper and continue to hold
opponents to four or five goals per
game, the Stars will be difficult to
beat in the playoffs.
While the victory put a smile on the
faces of the fans, players and
coaching staff, there were smiles in
the Stars front office for other
reasons. Although the game was
televised on local television, the Stars
still managed to outdraw the NBA

Seattle vs. Houston game which was
being played in Seattle on the same
evening.
Though the Stars need more than
the 6,383 fans who entered the
Tacoma Dome on Monday to make
ends meet, it is encouraging to see an
MISL game draw more fans than does
the more mature NBA. Monday was
not even an isolated instance as some
MISL teams are consistently outdrawing their NBA citymates on days when
both teams have games.
This may be a sign that majorleague indoor soccer is growing up as

a sport in the United States. Tacoma
should feel fortunate to have one of
only twelve franchises in the MISL.
Tacoma should also feel fortunate
that their Stars are getting serious
about their soccer in this, the stretch
run for the playoffs.
But more than anything, people in
the city of Tacoma should show their
appreciation by coming out to the
Tacoma Dome and actively supporting their Stars. This is an exciting
time for the Tacoma Stars, and for the
MISL in general. Now, maybe it's time
that the fans get a little excited

Freshman goes to Nationals -

Montana man strives for No. 1
By Melisse Swartwood
Swimming in Montana, Terrell Cotterell was a big fish in a little pond.
When he began swimming at age
eight, his true desire was to be a diver.
"But the coach kinda tricked me,"
explained Cotterell. "He told me to
do some laps, and then I could dive,
some more laps and I could dive
again."
His coach's influence, as well as
the lack of diving competition, caused Cotterell to change his goal. His
training now focused on the butterfly.
Although he started with dogpaddling being his only skill, Cotterell
worked hard. Within two years he was
competing with top swimmers.
"At ten years old I was number one
and I never lost that spot," said Cotterell. "No one could beat me."
Cotterell holds all the state butterfly records in Montana.
"In high school, even though I
wasn't expected to win as a freshman,
I beat the senior swimmer. When I
was a sophomore I set the state
record, and every year after that I
broke it," said Cotterell.
"There was no one within five
seconds of me," he elaborated.

"There was just not enough competition. It got pretty boring after a
while."
Cotterell is easy and open with his
past achievements. He is secure in
himself and is eager to continue his
college training.
Swimming at Puget Sound as a
freshman, Cotterell has moved down
from number one, but he thrives on
the increased competition.
"The competition really has an effect. I work better when there's someone better pushing me or when I'm
trying to push others," explained Cotterell.
He has already improved greatly,
having dropped six seconds from his
200-fly time.
The drop from first place doesn't
discourage Cotterell. He knew what
the West Coast competition was like
since he'd attended meets at the UW
and elsewhere.
"Now I know what I have to do,"
said Cotterell with an eager
grin."There are steps I must take to
get number one again."
Cotterell came to Puget Sound on a
Swimming Scholarship. He chose the
school because the swim program is
good and because the campus is
small

"Coming from a small town, I
wasn't ready for a huge school. I turned down places like the UW,"
elaborated Cotterell. "I want to be
able to get to know a lot of people."
He is enjoying campus life, taking
advantage of the opportunities Puget
Sound offers. Every day Cotterell
swims a two-hour afternoon workout.
Another activity he enjoys is his own
hard-core punk radio show every Friday night.
"They have a special place—just for
my music," grinned Cotterell.
Cotterell keeps extremely busy
with his classes. He is keeping a sports
medicine career in mind.
This weekend Cotterell and 14
other Puget Sound swimmers will be
in Spokane competing in Nationals.
He will be swimming the NAIA 100
and 200 butterfly and he hopes to
drop some more from his times.
Not only does he anticipate good
times, he also expects to have fun.
"Nationals are really fun; I've been
to Junior Nationals. I generally do
better. It's the last meet of the year
and, since you've been training so
long, everything builds up inside
There's just all this energy waiting to
come out."

••••

• 4.,

Mignon Coughlin
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FREE

Track and Field

ewe ea

The University of Puget Sound track and field team traveled to Linfield .
College last Saturday to open the season. The Loggers came away with a
new school record in the 5,000 meters, a victory in the women's 800 meters
and a shot put mark that might signal a big year. The Linfield "Icebreaker"
meet was just the right start for Emmitt Kipp, junior from Seattle, as he set a
new UPS school record in the 5,000 meters with a time of 14:27.8 which also
qualified him for the NCAA Division II Championship Meet. Heather
Sullivan, a senior from Talent, Oregon, is continuing on her winning ways
after an All-America cross country season.

2 WITH A LARGE

1 WITH A SMALL OR MEDIUM
WITH PIZZA PURCHASE
FREE 32 OZ. COKE

ALWAYS HAD IT
ALWAYS WILL!

Women's Basketball

Also available Sprite, Root Beer, Diet Coke, "cherry Coca Cola': =
-

A 64-62 heartbreaking loss to Gonzaga University in the NAIA District
play, of Is ended the best UPS women's basketball season on record. The
oggers ended 1985-86 with a 20-8 overall record and a 14-7 District mark.
rhe Loggers lost to the Bulldogs of Gonzaga twice in four days by the
margin of three points. In the NAIA play-off game Lisa Vestal's 23 points
and 13 rebounds proved to be too much for the Loggers. The game was tied
at 35 at the half and both teams exchanged the lead during the second half.
The game was tied five times during the last 9 minutes. Trish Armstrong
scored 15 points for the Logs and Wendi Tibbs added 12, but it was Gonzaga's Robin Allen, who mader her only points of the game when she hit a
jumper to tie the score at 62-62 and hit two free throws with just :16 seconds
left for the victory. The UPS squad set 20 new game, season or career
records during the course of the 1985-86 season. They received national attention when receiving votes for Top 20 consideration and being named one
of six schools in the country with having the most dramatic turnaround in
terms of record. The Loggers also ranked as high as 7th in the nation in team
scoring margin and 10th in team scoring offense.

3602 Center Street & Union
North Tacoma, University of Puget Sound
Oakland, Manato, Wapato

Tacoma, Washington
627-8844

Men's Basketball
The Puget Sound men's basketball team had to deal with a number of
unexpected changes during the 1985-86 season. Despite losing three key
players during the course of the season, the Loggers finished with a 16-14
overall record and a 3-5 conference mark. Two of the Great Northwest Conference teams advanced to the NCAA Division II Tournament. AlaskaAnchorage, the GNC champion, will play at Cal-Hayward while Eastern
Montana will travel to St. Cloud, MN. The Loggers defeated every team in
the GNC at least once during the season, including ending Eastern
Montana's 25-game home win streak. The Loggers ended the season averaging 70.8 points per game to their opponents' 67.3. Puget Sound field goal
percentage from the floor was fifty percent for the season while the free
throw line percentage was seventy percent. Dirk Lance, who missed 6 games
this season because of injuries was the leading scorer for the Loggers at 11.9
points per game. Wayne Deckman, Chris Murray and Dave Watkins also
provided some scoring punch for UPS with 101,94 and 9.3 points per game
respectively. Darin Gearhart, the quarterback of the Loggers, ended the
season third among all-time assist leaders and averaged 5.2 per game.
The Loggers finished out the 1986 season at home on Saturday night with
an 84-77 loss at the hands of Seattle Pacific. The Loggers used a sixty-three
percent first half shooting performance to stay with the hot Falcons, who
shot sixty-eight percent, and battle to a 38-38 halftime tie. However, the second half free throw shooting clinic by the SPU Falcons proved to be the
difference as they hit on 24 of 25 in the contest. The game marked the conclusion of the careers of seniors Darin Gearhart, Wayne Deckman and Dave
\ Akins. The UPS squad ended the season in a third-place tie with SPU in
Great Northwest Conference.

THE

PIZZA ANSWER

C

104
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"THE DELIVERY
SPECIALISTS"

L
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3802 Cantor Stroot & Union

627-8844
North Tacoma. University or Puget Sound
Oakland, Monate. Wapalo

FREE

4 Quarts of Coke
with the purchase of any
16" one item pizza only

Lo ts of specials!

(3 T HE

$7.00

Come In This Month For

t

lli At* WARM
i , MIK

Ono coupon par pusa

expires 3-17-86

An niversery Special

Cron value 70 a* •

MI MN VIM NMI BM

ONLY
$8.50
Large 16"
Canadian Bacon &
Pineapple Pizza
with Thick Crust
PLUS
2 FREE 32 01 POPS

Kathryn Michalski
owner - stylist
3822 north 26th street
tacoma, washington
NOW: ACCEPTING
Visa/Master Card

98407
759-0943

Name
ONE COUPON PER PIZZA

expires 3-17-86
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SCHEDULE

Women's lacrosse club
upholds American tradition

Softball

they wanted, sometimes even their

Friday, March 7, UPS at Green River C.C. away 3:00 pm.

By Rob Laverty

Monday, March 10, UPS vs. PLU at Peck Field 3:30 pm.

More than twenty women on the
UPS women's lacrosse team are gearing up for a busy season

Track and Field
Saturday, March 8, UPS at PLU Relays away 11:00 am.

Swimming
Wednesday — Saturday, March 5-8, NAIA Swimming Nationals in Spokane
all day

Men's Tennis
Thursday, March 6, UPS vs. PLU HOME 3:00 pm

Originally, competing Indian tribes
would compete on vast plains,
sometimes for days on end. Legend
has it that losing players were, in effect, conquered by the victors, and
had to give winning players whatever

M/W Tennis
Saturday, March 8, UPS vs. Seattle University HOME 10:00 am.

0P)

For two years the women here, and
at other schools in the area, have
been fighting to establish the game of
women's lacrosse in the Pacific Northwest. Women's lacrosse differs a
great deal from its cousin, men's
lacrosse. The women's game retains
the flavor of the original American Indian games which sometimes decided
the fate of competing tribes.

PACIFIC SALONS

FREE

Aerobic Instructor
Wort:bop
Saturday
March 22
Col Donna

lives.
The modern game of women's
lacrosse is not as drastic. However,
many aspects are the same. Like the
original contests, women's lacrosse
has no formal boundary lines. The only restrictions on the field of play are
parking lots, houses, hills, and the
like, which might endanger the
players. That means that spectators
are usually "in bounds" and are
periodically sent scurrying out of the
way of the players

Losing players... had to give
winning players whatever
they wanted, sometimes
even their lives
Another factor of women's lacrosse
which is related to its ancestor sport
is that none of the players wear
helmets, gloves, or pads of any sort
This occasionally results in injuries to
the players, as checking is still allowed. There is an imaginary "bubble"
surrounding the head of each player,
in which opponents' sticks may not
enter. But with the speed, and
sometimes confusion of the game this
rule is regularly violated. For example, a UPS player was hurt while going
for a "ground ball" when the butt end
of an opponent's stick was accidentally jabbed into her mouth. Although
the rules are designed to protect the
players, they are not foolproof.

ItEROB 1 CS
Every Thur., 4 p.m.
thru March 31st

* UPS STUDENTS ONLY * *
NE
COUPON

—

EN
I

BRING THIS
FREE
AEROBICS

UPS Student Pass
on 3-13-86

I

COUPON
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AEROBICS

1
1
I
1
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BRING THIS
1
FREE
FREE
1 AEROBICS I AEROBICS
1
1
I UPS Student Pass on I UPS Student Pass

:UPS Student Pass on
.3-20-86
1

I.

*

—

COUPON

..

4-1046
—

I on 4-17-86
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..

Full Service Salon * Showers * 15 Tanning Beds *
* Cushioned Aerobic Floor * Massage Therapy *

565-0666

Across from
19th & Mildred

JAMES CENTER NORTH

The other glaring similarity which
the UPS women have with the Indian
tribes which developed the sport is
that they, too, have no funding from
the University. For this reason, it is up
to the students to support this
graceful tradition
With their first two games in Seattle on April 6, the team is working
harder than ever to prepare
themselves. They have been diligently braving the rain, snow, and the
resulting swamp that is Todd Field,
for the better part of the semester.
Their first home game is scheduled
for Saturday, April 12, against Lewis
and Clark.
On the 13th of April, the women
host a regional tourney. UW,
Western, Seattle Club, and our own
UPS team will run amok on Todd
Field. Students here owe it to
themselves to witness this modern
version of the graceful American Indian tradition.

FEATURES
Students teaching students
By Wendy Culverwell
While most seniors are spending
their last semester putting the final
touches on their majors and looking
for jobs, seniors in the education
department are already teaching.
To earn their degree and state
teacher's certificate, UPS Education
majors must student teach for a
semester [although the state
minimum is only eight weeks].
When a student goes into a school,
he or she does more than just grade
papers and assist the classroom
teacher. After observing the class for
about two weeks, the student teacher
gradually takes over the entire
classload, usually onE subject at a
time. After three to five weeks, the
classroom teacher gradually picks the
subjects back up, so that the children
will not be too surprised.
In the meantime, the student
teacher is entirely responsible for
preparing and presenting lessons,
evaluating students, and managing
the class.
It's a big order, and potential student teachers are understandably nervous about taking on the job. Laurie
Alvarado, currently teaching fourth
grade at Lowell Elementary School,
credits summer teaching jobs for
lessening the anxiety.
"I wasn't really nervous because I
had a lot of experience going in," she
said.
Students often expect to run into

resistance from classroom teachers
because, according to Professor of
Education Robert Hostetter, "some
teachers don't want to give up their
kids."
Alvarado said that she hadn't
observed any problems for UPS
students.
Hostetter also pointed out that
many teachers consider it an honor to
be considered a model for future
teachers. Alvarado praised the
benefits of exchanging ideas between
experienced teachers and college
students.
The student teachers benefit from
the experience and day-to-day
routine, while the classroom teachers
get the benefit of new ideas from the
student teachers.
As one unidentified high school
social studies teacher said, "I think
there's a professional obligation here,
don't you? I mean, what if no one
would be willing to help me get a
start in the profession?"
Before education students ever hit
the chalkboard, however, they have
to spend a lot of time on the other
side of the teacher's desk. The major
requires a minimum of 16 courses to
prepare students for teaching.
Most students who leave the program do so prior to student teaching.
However, on occasion, a student will
realize they don't want to teach after
starting their internship. With such a
short amount of time to go, Hostetter
said they try to hold on to them.
Overall, students in the education

department consider the program to
be a real credit to the university.
"Private universities put more time
into the basics — stuff that will help us
when we go out in the field," said
Alvarado.
Not only does the program give
UPS students invaluable hands-on experience in their field, but also serves
as a liaison into the Tacoma community for the university. Because
many schools that UPS students
teach at have predominantly low income students, college students in
the classroom help to make college a
more tangible post-high school opportunity for the children.
Tacoma schools often lack
facilities and programs many of us
took for granted in elementary
school. Lowell, for example, does not
have full-time physical education or
music teachers, as well as some 'standard' equipment. Having student
teachers diversifies the environment
Because the state certificate requires experience, having students
succeed in their host schools is
especially important. A student who
is more of a hindrance than a help
reflects badly on UPS, making it difficult to place a student ihere in the
future.
"We want them to be successful.
We want them to get jobs," said Professor Hostetter, reflecting the main
concern of the department: to produce well-trained, certified teachers.

Above — Laurie Alvarado, a student teacher in Carol Russell's fourth grade
Lowell Elementary School class, reviews a math assignmemt with Stephanie
Young. Top — Alverado works with Erin Norman. Right — Alverado reads
from C.S. Lewis' The Lion, the Witch and the Wardrobe
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The Thai Garden Restaurant

The hottest food in town
By Wendy Culverwell
and Mike Amend
"They" say it is the way-hip ethnic
dining experience of today. It is, if
nothing else, the spiciest food in
town.
Welcome to the world of Thai
food. If you're looking for a change of
pace from Chinese and Mexican food,
try the Thai Garden Restaurant-1202
I 1 th
!I you are looking for a romantic
view of the Sound, subdued designer
decor, and hot house ferns, avoid the
Thai Garden.
If you do want simple decor,
reasonable prices, and excellent food,
le Garden's the place.
They feature abr, ,It seven dishes
.a.ch in all the usual categories-salad,
. oultry, beef, seafood and
vegetables. In the appetizer departmen:, our only real complaint is the
lack of spring ro!ls
The shell rolls-a tempuraed shrimp
oumber-did make a nice substitute
,-

though. For our main course we
ordered a spiced beef and cabbage
salad, ginger chicken and phad tai, a
superb noodle dish.
All dishes are served family style,
meaning everyone can have a taste,
so don't be afraid to order around.
Variety here is literally the spice of
life.
A warning is in order: if you have
never experienced Thai food: your
mouth will BURN. Make sure the
waiter brings plenty of tea to your
table to take some of the bite out
In Thailand, where meats and produce aren't always at their freshest.
cooks use excessive spices to cover
the sometimes rotten taste. The
result is that Thai food specializes in
spice; curry dishes abound as do teas
to make food more palatable.
Eat up and remember that Thai
food is an acquired taste. If you want
to be a way hip fashionable diner,
take the trouble to cultivate your
taste buds. You will be glad you did.
The Thai Garden Restaurant accepts cash and personal checks only

SPENDING TOO MUCH TIME & MONEY?

YOU DON'T HAVE TO

Professional looking Papers & Resumes
...inexpensively
GIG HARBOR, WA 98335

free pick-up and delivery

ORCHARD CREST
NOW RENTING
$100 Off 1st Full Mo. Rent
Deluxe 1 and 2 Bdrms.
Free covered parking
Adult & family
sect ion
Woodburning frplc.
Rec. facilities

•

Following fashion's
newest nuances
By Melisse Swartwood
Though following fashion isn't the
fashion for most Puget Sound
students, some are moved by the
modes.
Here's an overview of fashion's
newest nuances, according to buyers
at Nordstrom and Jay Jacobs.
For girls, the fashion influence has
shifted from the 50's style to the
bright, psychadelic 60's look. The
colors are loud, even brazen. The
predominant new color is bright
Eye-catching greens also
orange.
emerge.
Bold pop-prints are also
making a statement.
There is an abundance of knits.
he body-clinging, slim dress style is
the mode. The T-shirt dress is still
I ere, especially in bright fruit prints
- here is still the slim-on-the-bottomsquare-on-the-top silhouette. Narrow
shimmer skirts are paired with squarecut crop tops to create this effect and
emphasize the waist at the same time
Contrastingly, the cut-away sleeves
c r the racer-back look is here Incorporated with the mock turtle-neck,
tiis produces the look of a narrow
tDp but has the effect of broadening
tie shoulders
Stirrup pants and leggings, in
various colors, are in to stay, at least

until next fall. The trend is toward
leggings that will be shorter and
shorter, until next summer we will be
seeing the biking-short look.
Skirts vary from short-short cotton
to mid-calf cotton knits. The vogue
length is cut just above the knee.
The new style with the 60's influence extends even to John Lennon
style sun glasses, and glaring colors
prevail. However, the traditional spring pastels return Pink is most common of the classic spring colors.
Yellow is also popular.
For the guys, natural fibers are in
Cotton knits, especially madras cotton (a light, gauzy material) are dominant There are more pastels and the
surf-wear look has carried over to this
season. Sweatshirts and Levis also remain.
The newest in men's wear features
the nautical look. This includes bold
color combinations of bright yellow,
royal blue, red, and white. Guys can
feel free to wear more and brighter
colors.
Pant legs are medium-width and
slacks aren't tight. Shorts are shorter
in general. Walking shorts, rather
than bermudas are the niode. Pleats
are prevalent. Swim trunks are halflength, rather than down to the knees
as last year

*Copies

Free Cable TV
Heated swimming pool
Washer & dryers
k Handicapped units
avail.

Quiet country setting

473-5919
5808 Hanna Pierce Road W.
(56th and Orchard)
University Place

ST. GEORGE'S UNIVERSITY
SCHOOL■ OF MEDICINE
RF.NADA, WEST

Si Georges University School of Medicine, with more than 975 graduates licensed in 33 states.
offers a rigorous, nine-semester program leading to the degree of Doctor of Medicine
In January 1985. The Journal of the American Medical Association published a report
which ranked St Georges number one of all major foreign medical schools in the initial pass
rate on the ECFMG Exam
70 medical schools in the United States have accepted over 630 St Georges students
with advanced standing
Si Georges has received probationary approval to conduct clinical clerkships in New
Jersey subject to regulations of the State Board of Examiners
A Loan Program for Entering Students has been instituted for a limited number of qualified
applicants
For information, please contact the Office of Admissions

St. George's University School of Medicine
, The Foreign Medical School Services Corporation
One East Main Street. Bay Shore. N.Y. 11706. Dept. C-1
(516) 665-8500
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3-D show gets flat response
By Wendy Culverwell
Here we go again. As if last week's
barrage of gallery reviews did not
swamp you, yet another series of objects d'art now awaits your perusal in
Kittredge room 210, the Student Art
Gallery.
The second show of the semester
exhibits the multi-media - to use the
term loosely - works of your fellow
students in the 3-dimensional class
and Margaret Stratton's Photography
Workshop.
While the show culminates the efforts of many art students, the attendance at Wednesday's gallery reception was really low.
I wonder why this is. It can't be that
the show was boring. It was not, and
besides, nobody saw it before the
opening.
It's not that the show went unpublished - most people read through
the Tattler.
Refreshments were served. Robert
Dalstrom, a Seattle set designer,
spoke. Admission was free.
Tell me gang, WHY AREN'T YOU
INTERESTED IN YOUR FELLOW
STUDENTS?!?
"It just never occurred to me to go
inside," said one student.
Okay, lecture over. Now for a few
tantalizing details about the show to
get your interest up.
Remember last October when the
excitement of Fall was in the air?
Well, that is when Margaret Stratton's
students were out capturing the world
on film.
Some of their better photographs
have been framed and are on display.
If you are tired of getting your hopes
up for Spring, only to have them
washed away by drizzle, photos by
Judy Bumbaugh bring back memories
of unlimited opportunities to wear
your new Fall wardrobe.
Photos not quite your style?
Perhaps the 3-D "sculptures" of Alisa
Ludzbarski and Avalyn Peet will interest you
Ludzbarski creates natural images
- branches boxes and painted black,
and a clay fairy-tale-like plant.
Peet's work, on the other hand, is

Brian Meyers

Plexiglas sculpture by Avalyn Peet

entirely abstract. A plexiglas box sitting in the middle of the room as well
as a hand-built mold bowl are not the
works of a conventional representational artist.
The show also features charcoal
sketches by David Davis, Steve
DeRham, Lori Smith and Dallas
Maynard.
Whatever your artistic inclination
or disinclination, students in Kittredge do various and interesting
work, providing you the opportunity
to see the world in a slightly different
light.
One UPS professor of philosophy
argues that all "normal" people have
a culturally defined, though
undescribable, standard against
which they judge the beauty and
validity of art.
Virtually any economics professor
alive would argue that every individual has their own utility function
- a very personal system of valuing
any object.
Test the strength of your own world
view. Go to Kittredge and review the
show there yourself.

Brian Meyers

Charcoal sketches were done by
David Davis, Steve DeRham, Lori
Smith, and Dallas Maynard.

Three dimensional wood assemblage by Alisa Ludzbarski
Brian Meyers

'Unsigned' offers variety
Epic Records presents The Unsigned, a collection of songs by bands
from around the United States who
are not signed to a record label
This collection, put together by
College Media Journal (CMJ), the
"Billboard Magazine" of college
radio, offers quite a variety of music.
Torture Me, by Sussman Lawrence,
is a pop-calypso song that is really
quite good. Lawrence, a talented popcombo out of Minneapolis, toured
with Elvis Costello extensively on his
1982 U.S. tour.
Their sound is varied, often trying
various styles. If Live Aid had been
held in Minneapolis, you would be
hearing Sussman Lawrence on the
radio instead of The Hooters. Too bad
it was held in Philadelphia.
The Reducers, from Bethel, Con-
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ric Tingstad, singer-guitar player, will perform on Friday, March 14 in $'
ilworth Chapel at 8 pm. Adminion is $5.00 general, $3.00 students. Contact
Inside Theatre Box Office for ticket information.

necticut, provide tne stand-out track
of the collection, Let's Co. The
Reducers are a straight ahead rock 'n
roll band and Let's Co is one of their
best songs to date.
Tired of often-lifeles:; synth-pop or
the mindless guitar grandstanding of
heavy metal? This is the song for you.
The Rothchilds' contribution, Long
After Summer, is a pleasant pop/rock
with a sound reminiscent of the Plimsouls, especially the harmonica work.
Unfortunately, the rest of this collection is quite forgettable. Visions'
Love Potion is as generic as any Kool
and the Gang/Pointer Sisters-type
song you have ever heard and the
Blue Sparks from Hell sound like a
weak excuse for the Blues Brothers.
CMJ should have done a better job
of finding bands Check out the
groups I mentioned earlier, but don't
waste your time with the rest of this
album.

By Mark Miller
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Man of the year works
hard to save socialite
By Mary Simpson

this art deco realm, power is wielded
by Brian Blessed as Vultan and
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What's
Happening

On Campus... Around Town...

Timothy Dalton as Prince Barin.
Flash - Savior of the Universe, and
so starts the infamous science fiction
movie of Flash Gordon at the Campus

Blessed as King of the Hawkmen is as
jolly as a Santa Claus with wings.
The other characters fill the screen

Films matinee For complete
escapism, this film offers what most

with their predictable yet potently
funny lines. Mike Crouch works well

films cannot: a tongue-in-cheek entram e into the world of comic books
where every decision is made for the
right r ,, asons

as the Footsteps Editor.
The movie is showing at the Cam-

I

PATHETIC EARTHLINGS...
WHO CAN SAVE YOU NOW?

pus Films matinee on Saturday and
Sunday at 2pm. The Killing Fields is
the regular feature, in conjunction
with the symposium on the Far East
Admission is $1 w/ASB for each
movie. With a Dith Pran lecture
ticket, The Killing Fields is half price

511-14+1
Thursday
Honors Film Series, The Graduate, 7:00 in Mc 006. FREE!
Art Association Film a la carte, Dekooning on Dekooning in Kittredge 111,
4pm FREE!

Friday
UPS Wind Ensemble performs at 8:00 pm in Kilworth. Free and open to
the public The 46-member group will perform original compositions, orchestral music, marches and light Broadway arrangements.

Saturday

Media Head
Postions
TRAIL Editor
TAMANAWAS Editor
CROSSCURRENTS Editor
KUPS General Manager

Robin McCabe, pianist, performs at 8 pm in the Jacobsen Recital Hall.
McCabe will conduct numerous piano workshops during the weekend. $3.00
students.

Campus Films
In honor of Asia Week activities, this week's main feature is The Killing
Fields. Showtimes are Friday and Saturday at 6:00, 8:30, and 11, and Sunday
6:00 and 8:30 Matinee: Flash Gordon Saturday and Sunday at 200. $1.00
w/ID

Wednesday
UPS artist-in-residence Margaret Stratton returns to Kittredge 111 at 7 pm
to present slides, and discuss her work and contemporary photography

Ongoing
Buster Crabbe knew what he was
doing when he created the series for
children and adults alike.
The illustrations are brought to life
by director Dino De Laurentis, in
whose movies anything can happen.

Applications available from
ASUPS office or Media Advisor.

Deadline:
March

7

Still in the main gallery of Kittredge, Focus on Fibers features weavings,
clothes, baskets and hangings.
A View From the Bridge continues in the Inside Theatre. Thursday, Friday,
Saturday nights through next week. 8pm. $3.00 students. To be reviewed
later.

Of course, in
Flash Gordon,
everything does happen, from an intergalactic football game to a silken
suite of rooms with slaves to match.
Fortunately for the viewer, the plot
moves quickly enough to keep attention away from the improbability of It
all
"All creatures will make merry
-under the pain of death." This is the

SOMETIMES IT TAKES
AN ARMY TO PAY BACK YOUR
COLLEGE LOAN.

motto by which the King of the fief of
mongo rules
The imaginary universe is one

Paying back your college loan
can be a long, uphill battle. But the
Army's Loan Repayment Program

where everything is oxygen, English,
tr.d the hero's hair is always perfect
fl-e favorite fabric is gold lame , and
it is used to form-fitting weariness
I-Ai- •nge ideas run rampant in the film,

makes it easy.
Each year you serve as a soldier,
the Army will reduce your college
debt by 1/3 or $1,500, whichever
amount is greater. So after serving just
3 years, your college loan will be completely paid off.
You're eligible for this program
with a National Direct Student Loan
or a Guaranteed Student Loan or a
Federally Insured Student Loan made
after October 1, 1975. And the loan
can't be in default.
And just because you've left college, don't think you'll stop learning
in the Army. Our skill training offers
a wealth of valuable high-tech, careeroriented skills. Call your local Army
Recruiter to find out more.

as Prince Barin comments to his
powerful princess,"I knew you were
up to something, but I never thought
of necrophilia "
The movie is full of bad puns and
sexist humor, but it's fun to laugh at
because of these things.
Stars are not abundant in the
celestial sense or in the Hollywood
sense in this film. Sam J. Jones,
Melody Anderson and Topol are the
three main characters Flash Gordon,
Dale Arden and Dr. Hans Zarkov. In

HELP WANTED
EARN $30 - $60/DAY,
WORKING 1 - 3 DAYS PER
WEEK ON CAMPUS AND/OR AT
OTHER SCHOOLS, ASSISTING
STUDENTS APPLYING FOR CREDIT
CARDS. CALL 1-800-932-0528.

Staff Sergeant Robinson

564-5922

ARMY. BE ALLYOU CAN BE.
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Ah yes the memories

Bateman bids damaged
farewell to officers
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Editor's Corner
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Editorial Policy
The Trail welcomes expressions of all viewpoints from readers. Letters
should be kept as brief as possible and are subject to editing and condensation. They must be signed by the writer. Initials and pseudonyms will not be
used. Names will be withheld from print at the writer's request.
Letters to the editor do not represent the views or policies of the Trail or
the University of Puget Sound. Signed editorials represent only the opinion
of the author. Unsigned editorials represent the views of the editorial staff of
the Trail.
The Trail editorial staff desires to provide the campus community with
journalism in the most accurate and objective form. Consistent with this
desire we welcome any corrections of factual error sighted within our pages.
Please mail all correspondence‘to the Trail, 1500 N. Warner, Tacoma, WA
.98416. Deadline for correspondance is Monday noon.
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Letters to the Editor

Endorsements
by
we , offend
, rne

Young risoner calls
out for friendship
Hi! My name is Mitchel and I'm in
prison because my ex-boyfriend took
me for a ride in a stolen car. Sure
learned my lesson! I get out in year
and a half.
I'm writing to make some friends if
someone will want me for a friend. A
girl here said you were good people
and you really care about others and
you might print my letter at the
University of Puget Sound. Sure hope
so because it would be great to have
a close friend.
I'm 19, tall and slender for a girl at
5'6" and have blond hair and blue
eyes.
My step-father used to punch me
out when he got drunk so I hope nice
people write. I couldn't take more
than one punch before I broke inside
— it really hurt. So I ran away from
home.
I still hold my chin up with pride in
life even though I didn't steal the car.
Danny told the police he stole it to
impress his friends but he told me his
parents bought it the day before. I

sent his letter back to him, it was
wrong to steal it, and not tell me.
The judge said I was an accessory
after the fact and since I was a
runaway at 17 3/4 he sent me here.
I'm taking my CEO test next month
so wish me luck, okay? My education
is very important to me!
I might get out early on parole and
if I found a real good friend I will
treasure my friend and always keep in
touch too! The women here are real
bad and I'm glad to have a room to
myself. They don't know what a real
friend is — most or some of them
anyways. I keep by myself mostly
I need some stamps to write back.
You're good decent people and I
trust ya!
Please write me!
Mitchel T. Blazak
P.O. Box B28599
Florence, Arizona 85232
Editor's Note: We are not sure how
legitimate this letter is, but thought
that its message was important and
should be heard. If you decide to
write, let us know.

Does he or doesn't he?

Lund's liaisoning
questioned
Con
I would just like to get my word in
regarding the effectiveness of the
Senate Liaison system in our hall. I
am a University Hall resident, and we
have yet to see our liaison, Rick Lund,
set up a meeting with us. He even
neglected to appear at a planned
budget information meeting, and
Lorelee Parker had to conduct the
same alone.
Rick has attended two of our hall
meetings thus far. It should be
especially noted that we were responsive on BOTH occasions, expressing
our opinions on any issue we were informed of, such as the House of
Representatives. This means that
twice since the beginning of the year
we've been asked our opinions, and
twice we've responded.

If we are gracious and assume that
a senator should meet with his liaison
group once every two weeks, Rick's
record is 2 for 10 (he's batting .200)
and ours is 2 for 2. Who needs to work
harder here?
Every time we hear at Senate or
read in the Trail that Rick feels he
gets no response from his group, we
become even more frustrated with
our branch of the happy liaison tree.
I don't know exactly what can be
done about this, but I just wanted to
voice my opinion. And I certainly
didn't want to wait for Rick to come
around and listen, as I'll most likely
graduate or the grass on campus will
dry up by then.
Name withheld by request

Voting Day in Todd Hall arrived,
and a pink paper was slipped under
our door. In neat typing the short
note informed my roommate and
myself that the "Greeks' have controlled the elections by voting as a
group," and that now "we" can get
"quality people in Student Government." These candidates were picked
out by an unknown "we," and my
roommate and myself were obviously
included in an unidentified "us."
"We" went on to inform "us" of the
candidates who they felt "are best
qualified to represent 'us. —
1 will not repeat the list here,
because the elections are over, and
even if I do not agree with the outcome, I wish the best of luck to all of
them. I do resent being included in a
group that I know nothing about. I
am not "Greek" because I choose not

to be part of a "group." I am insulted
when a "group" includes me without
my consent, and then proceeds to tell
me for whom I should vote.
I am independent, and am capable
of making my own decisions. I would
appreciate it if the next time "we"
decides to dictate to "us" it would
bypass me
Angel Overbaugh

Editor's note: A similar flyer was
distributed in several other residence
halls if not all of them. Apparently the
endorsements were made by an
unidentified group of students from
all of the the halls. The flyer was seen
by several, but not all of the candidates who were endorsed, but the
list, to the best of our knowledge, was
not initiated by any of them.

Off-campus houses too
expensive for own good
Now that we have a batch of new
senators, we'll get a chance to see
them in action. In fact, here's an issue
to get them started.
This year, supervision of university
residences was transferred from the
Plant Dept. to Residential Life. I suppose that this was intended to
streamline the system and to bring
students in the houses under the protective wings and watchful eyes of
Res. Life.
If I am not mistaken, this transfer
has not been a boon to the campus.
The vacancies in more than a few
houses attest to this. The reasons for
this mini-exodus are fairly simple.
In the past, a student could live in a
campus house and pay around
$150/month in rent (less than $200
with bills). Now students pay approximately $220/month for the same
housing, housing that is of fair quali-

ty. Also in the past, campus houses
were attractive because they could
get some kind of credit rating
established (rent, utility bills). Now
that lure is gone entirely.
If this was an attempt by the
Powers That Be to raise more money
for UPS and to get more control over
what goes on in those houses, it hasn't
worked very well. Empty houses don't
bring in the bucks, but I suppose they
are easier to control.
This issue will grow in importance
as the All - Freshman Campus (yet

another brilliant idea) becomes reality next year. Off-campus housing will
be at a premium. Unless something is
done, the houses will go underoccupied or students will have to pay
large sums of money for substandard
housing.
Okay, senators, go to it and keep in
touch.
Danial L. Hocson

uotes of the week:
"The greatest inducement to a clear conscience is the suspicion that someone is watching."
Samuel Johnson
-

"Consistency is the hobgoblin of little minds."
Ralph Waldo Emerson
-

"Men are conservatives when they are least vigorous, or when
they are most luxurious. They are conservatives after dinner."
Ralph Waldo Emerson
-

Pro
One main focus of the recent
Senate elections was the ineffectiveness of our famous (infamous?)
Senate Liaison system. We would like
to say, however, that we have enjoyed a very personable, prompt, and
informative liaison with Rick Lund.
Rick is available for any questions
or suggestions we have, and has never
missed a liaison appointment with our
group. In fact, he is always early. He
has made us feel that we have a say in
the student government of this
University. Rick always tries to tell us
more than we would learn from the

Tattler or the Trail, and when we have
requested more information on a subject or event, he has done his best to
find additional information.
Upon Rick's invitation, a number of
us have attended Senate meetings,
and have found that he is an active
participant in meetings, and that he
has voiced the questions and concerns of our group. Rick has proven
to be an effective liaison to our
chapter and an important link between us and the student government.
We appreciate his efforts.
The Women of Kappa Kappa Gamma

"An apology for the Devil: It must be remembered that we
have only heard one side of the case. God has written all the
books."
Samuel Butler
-

"Every country has the government it deserves."
Joseph de Maistre
-

"One can resist the invasion of armies, but not the invasion of
ideas."
Victor Hugo
-

"Laws to suppress tend to strengthen what they would prohibit. This is the fine point on which all the legal professions of
history have based their job security."
-Frank Herbert
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They can't deliver
a better Pizza . .
You can't find a
better Deal!!

3902 SOUTH 12TH STREET

759-5711

SUN - THURS 11 A.M. - 1 A.M.
FRI - SAT 11 A.M. - 2 A.M.

rAsirgyntur DELIVERY

TWO
FREE
PEPSI'S
WITH
EVERY
PIZZA!

LIMITED DELIVERY AREA

IN 30 MINI ITES OR FREE!

OFFER SUBJECT TO SUSPENSION UNDER SEVERE CONDITIONS

Additional Drinks . . . 50C
Diet Pepsi Available

Additional Toppings
Half & Half Same
As 1 Topping
Extra Thick Crust
Double Cheese
Anchovies
Pepperoni
Mushrooms
Onions
Olives

Tomatoes
Green Pepper
Ham
Ground Beef
Sausage
Jalapeno
Pineapple

2 FERS
I

TWO 12" PIZZAS
AT ONE LOW PRICE

r

INCLUDES 4 FREE 16-0Z. PEPSI'S
12"
16"
PIZZA PIZZA
Cheese

$4.95

ADDITIONAL
TOPPINGS
1
$5.80
2
6.65
3
7.50
4
8.35
9.20
5

$7.20

$8.40
9.60
10.80
12.00
13.20

I CHEESE
1 TOPPING
2 TOPPINGS
3 TOPPINGS
4 TOPPINGS

BUSTER

Any 16" Pizza

$6.99

$ 8.40
9.70
11.00
12.30
13.60

with coupon

One Item
INCLUDES 4 FREE PEPSI'S
ADD $1.20 PER TOPPING
NOT VALID WITH ANY THE
()
M
DISCOUNT OFFER EXPIRES 4
MARCH 31, 1986

NOT VALID WITH ANY OTHER DISCOUNT II
NO COUPON NEEDED

=1

12" 16"

$7.99$1O.99

NOT VALID WITH ANY OTHER DISCOUNT
OFFER EXPIRES MARCH 31, 1986

c-

MEALTIME SPECIAL

PIZZA

THE PARTY
OUR NINE
MOST POPULAR
ITEMS

eRICE

WITH
COUPON

$4.99

WITH
COUPON

ANY 12" PIZZA-ONE ITEM
INCLUDES 2 FREE PEPSI'S
ADD 85C PER TOPPING
NOT VALID WITH ANY OTHER DISCOUNT
OFFER EXPIRES MARCH 31. 1986
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